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DATA



Purpose

How trends in holdings data reflect best seller book trends 

Helping libraries serve their communities by highlighting 

trends in popular/relevant materials

Using different visualization techniques to spot patterns



Current Events and Books



Popular Authors

Michelle Alexander

Ijeoma Oluo

Layla F. Saad

Ibram X Kendi

Te-Nehisi Coates

NY Times Best Seller lists



Transforming Data for Analysis

Data starts in XML tags, moved to structured tables, easier to manipulate, use  

and examine

Multiple transformation along the way – data cleaning, etc. 



Data used

• Subject headings in subject field 650– “Racism”, 
“Black Lives Matter”, “Police Brutality”

• Selected popular writers from best seller lists      
and news

• Popular titles, types of libraries, material types

All numbers are provisional – this is a proof of concept



Subject heading fields



Subject heading fields



Looking for interesting trends

• Material types – Digital vs. Print

• Library types – Academic, Public, School 

and Community College

• Authors, titles and holdings – 2019 vs. 2020

• Ethics – historical data, controversial 

authors, topic authority



MACHINE LEARNING AND DATA



Challenges

• Bibliographic data is not ‘traditional’ data.

• Cleansing/finding/refining data requires 

substantial, specialized knowledge of meta data.

• Is there biases in the data?

• Work in progress



Machine learning

• Complexity of data = many factors in the data

• Reducing factors means making decisions on what’s 

“important” which can become a technological /accuracy 

dilemma

• Not reducing factors = hundreds of columns of data

• Example of classification tree – can show non-linear 

trends in data



Machine learning and library data

Over representation in data?

Purpose of Machine Learning

Effort of ETL vs. ML benefits

What is an appropriate question for ML vs. other data 

techniques?



Decision tree example

Library types

B = Academic

C = Public

P = Tech/Comm College etc

library("partykit")



Library types

B = Academic

C = Public

P = Tech/Comm College

N = School



VISUALIZING DATA



Subject heading ‘Racism’   

2020

2019



Subject heading ‘Racism’ 

2019

2020



Subject heading ‘Police Brutality’ 
2019

2020



Subject heading ‘Black Lives Matter’ 
2019

2020



Popular creators 

2019

2020



Holdings 2019 vs. 2020

2019

2020



Ethics of popularity trends

• Who can classify “popularity”

• What about controversial authors?

• Rise of digital content

• How to objectively show popularity trends



CONCLUSION



There are patterns in holdings data based on subject 
holdings and authors. 

Machine learning has potential to find trends and 
patterns to help libraries in highlighting in-demand 
works – if used properly, with deep understanding of 
data.

Analysis of print vs. digital works shows trends that 
can reveal accessibility of materials. 



FUTURE DATA WORK 



Data Opportunities

• More understanding as to where geographically a holding 

is located

• More refined visual representation of titles based on 

current events – through best seller lists, etc.

• Seeing change over time in topic interest based on 

holdings data
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